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June Meeting Greets Members Outdoors 

Floating Around Kansas 
Following introductions and a summary of upcoming events, club members moved out 
onto the grass during the June club meeting to view and listen to a variety of floating 
craft owners. Each explained his craft’s usage and value. Upcoming club events include 
monthly fishing 
outings and the 
September Ban-
quet. Stay tuned 
for the latest no-
tifications via so-
cial media.  



(Continued from p. 1) 

 
Having the opportunity 
to gather outdoors at 
the Nature Center drew 
a large crowd for the 
June club meeting. 
New members were 
introduced and every-
one enjoyed the cama-
raderie. 

 
 



 
 

Tyer’s Corner 

 

One of the most productive fly patterns for trout and many pan fish is the life cy-
cle of the Caddis fly. Below is a depiction of the various phases of the Caddis fly. 
As the mid-day heat cranks up, try sitting down at your vise and put together your 
own variations of the Caddis life cycle.  



Bluegill Fest Draws Nice Crowd 
 

 
 

Even with extreme June temper-
atures, over 15 club members 
came out for the annual fishing  
day.  Following a morning on 
the water, the group gathered for 
a cookout prepared by Neal Hall. It was nice to once again be able to 
share stories and interact with one another. 
 
During the morning outing, anglers had 
good luck catching bluegill and bass.  

CH Hermon 
landed a nice 
bass during the 
Bluegill fest. 

A nice breeze came up 
mid-morning which 
helped with the 90+ 
temperature. 



Breaking the Code   

Glenn Personey, President Bear River Tackle 

Idaho and other Rocky Mountain States have numerous high elevation prairie lakes with excellent trout 

populations. The lakes also have the advantage of being very fertile which results in quick growth and 

large fish. 

 

Whenever you decide to fish unfamiliar water, there is a steep learning curve before you can consistently 

catch fish. This is what I was facing on my first fly fishing trip to Idaho. It took me a day and a half to break 

the code. 

The items discussed below are the most important things to consider when fishing new water. 
 

Fish Density 

 

This is the single most important factor you should research. You can have the absolute perfect fly with a 

flawless presentation but choose a location ( lake / pond / stream) with a low concentration of fish and 

your trip is likely to be challenging no matter what techniques you are using. 
 

Fish density information is available from a variety of sources. Check what is offered by the Fish and 

Game office in the state you are fishing, talk with local fly shops and talk with knowledgeable fishermen. 

However, be careful the information you are receiving is impartial by correlating a couple of different 

sources; not everyone will give you the real scoop on fishing opportunities. (Continued on p. 6) 

 

 

 



Fishing Pressure 

Part of a great fishing experience is enjoying the solitude and majesty of nature. 
 

Swarms of people will detract from the atmosphere and the fish will be difficult to catch if the water is con-

stantly being pounded with flies and lures. 
 

You will generally have a better experience at a location that does not receive a lot of fishing pressure. Do 

yourself a favor and opt for a remote fishing spot when you have the opportunity. 
 

Location 

Your next challenge is to understand where the fish are located in the water you’ve selected. Are they 

concentrated in shallow coves, near drop offs, by rocky shores, on points, in deep water, along the dam, 

etc.? Try different spots until you find the fish. 

Also keep in mind that large reservoirs and lakes are particularly difficult to fish because of the sheer size 

of the body of water; the fish can literally be anywhere and at any depth. You will be better off to select a 

smaller lake or good-sized pond for your trip. 
 

Weather 

The best time to fish is two to four days before a low pressure system arrives. Cloud cover and chop on 

the water are also helpful. 

When a strong wind stirs up the water, fish may aggressively feed on minnows, crawfish and insects that 

are flushed out of their usual hiding places by waves along the shore. 

The worst fishing weather is a bright sunny day with no wind and no chop on the water. In this situation 

the fish will be deep and may not be feeding. 
 

Wind Direction and Strength 

Wind direction and strength may dictate where you will find fish. Some wind is good and ideally you 

should fish along the shoreline where the waves are rolling in. If you are in a float tube, cast to the bank 

and retrieve your fly toward deeper water. 

If the wind is strong and the waves are large, look for a location where there is some shelter from the wind 

and fish along the transition zone between the waves and calmer water. Many times, fish will stage in this 

area because the waves are stirring up food from the bottom and the fish can hang in the calmer water, 

waiting for dinner to appear. 

 

Moon Phase 

 

When the moon is full (bright), many types of fish will tend to feed after dark. In this situation, try fishing at 

dawn, sunset and after dark, if permitted. 

When the moon is dark (no moon) or there is cloud cover, the bite may last all day and you should be pre-

pared to stay. 

                                                                                                                         (Continued on p. 7) 

Time of Day 



Generally, the best fishing will be two hours after dawn and two hours before sunset. Fishing before dawn, 

after sunset and at night can also be excellent ,but check your fishing regulations to determine what is le-

gal in your area. 

However, this is not always the case. For example, trout fishing can be excellent in the middle of the day 

when insects are most active, but this is location specific (does not apply to all trout water) and generally 

does not apply to aggressive fish such as largemouth bass. 
 

Distance from Shore and Depth 

The fish can be located in shallow water near brush, suspended in deep water and all points in between. 

Besides trying your fly at different depths, pay attention to where other fishermen are having success. Are 

they casting into shore, trolling in deep water, etc.? 

 

Speed of Retrieve 

Insect patterns are usually most effective when fished slow and streamers are usually most effective when 

fished fast, but this is not always true. 

The only way to figure out what the fish want is to vary the speed of your retrieve until you are consistently 

receiving hits. 
 

Target Fish / Size of Fish 

The type of fish you are after will influence the fly you select. Some flies are specifically tied for trout. Oth-

ers are specifically tied for bass and other species. 

Trout under 14 inches generally prefer an insect pattern which is a small fly with muted colors and a 

sparse profile (limited hackle and no long feathers). 

Bass and trout larger than 16 inches are looking for a big meal (such as a minnow or crawfish), so they 

prefer a large fly with a lot of action (like Bear River Tackle flies). However, once again this is not always 

the case. 

Let your actual fishing results using different types and colors of flies dictate what you decide to use. 
 

Fly Selection 

 

It is unusual to hit on the best fly pattern with your first try. Typically, you have to cycle through a number 

of flies before you discover what the fish want. 

Pay attention to the color of flies that are being used by other fishermen: olive, black, chartreuse, purple, 

peacock, etc. These are the color flies you should consider testing. Also, consider if your fly may be too 

large, too small, too bulky, or too sparse and try a variety of patterns. 

I've seen fishermen stubbornly cling to their favorite fly even when the results are poor. For example, dur-

ing this trip we encountered a fisherman who was using his favorite black leech pattern and had not re-

ceived a hit all morning. Eventually he came to talk with us because we were reeling in fish with virtually 

every cast.                                                                                                        (Continued on p. 8) 



Also, just because a fly looks cool doesn't mean it works. Unlike Bear River Tackle flies, many flies are 

not tested under actual fishing conditions. 

Why is this important? I started out using two new fly patterns tied specifically for this location, but the re-

sults were not exceptional so they will not be offered for sale. 

When the new patterns flamed out, I moved on to my standard fly patterns and eventually determined the 

fish would aggressively strike the Ashley Special Golden fly. 
 

 
 

This is a picture of an Ash Special Golden fly after it caught about 25 trout. One of the forward feathers is 

almost chewed off and the peacock body is starting to fray, but the fly was still catching fish. They really 

wanted this fly! 
 

Trial and Error 

 

All of this takes time and effort to sort out; there are no shortcuts. When something doesn't work, try a dif-

ferent fly, depth, approach, or location until you find the winning combination. It took me a day and a half 

to sort everything out before I started to consistently catch good numbers of big fish. 

 

The Idaho Trout Fishing Trip 

 

In this case, I already knew the target location had good numbers of large trout because my friend had 

fished the lake three weeks earlier. It was also located in a very remote location which kept the fishing 

pressure to a reasonable level. 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                  (Continued on p. 9) 

 



 

Following are the steps we took to find the winning combination: 

• First, we looked at the direction of the wind which ruled out several places where we knew fish 

were located. This meant we had to find a new spot, so we started driving the back roads to see if it 

would be possible to access a promising looking point on the other side of the lake. The dirt roads 

were a bit rough, but we eventually found our way to the area and looked it over. It was immediately 

obvious there were plenty of fish because of the large number of rises. As an added benefit, no one 

was there; we had the entire shoreline to ourselves. 

• Surprisingly, the best fishing was in the middle of the day with chop on the water and some cloud 

cover. Nothing much happened before 9:00 a.m. in the morning and the bite shut down after 4:00 p.m. 

in the afternoon. 

• Generally, the fish were in five to ten feet of water and were located about fifteen feet from shore, 

so you needed either a sink tip or a medium sink fly line. A floating line did not work, and a fast sinking 

line also did not work. 

• The majority of my big fish were caught trolling behind the float tube while simultaneously stripping 

the fly (who would have guessed) or casting from deep water toward shore when moderate-sized 

waves were breaking on the bank. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                (Continued on p. 10) 

This is a 19 inch Rainbow trout caught 

with the Ash Special Golden fly 



• After trying 7-8 different fly patterns, it became clear the fish wanted a sparse fly with an olive or 

peacock body and not much else. Some of the flies caught nothing at all. In particular, the bigger trout 

wanted the Ashley . All of the fish were caught out of a float tube. The location did not lend itself to 

fishing from shore due to significant aquatic weeds, dense shore cover and steep banks. The best fish-

ing was with a steady wind, significant chop on the water, moderate wave action and cloudy skies. 

• Some outstanding fishing also occurred in a transition zone between moderately calm areas and 

large waves. On the last day I caught 5 trout that were 18-19 inches using this tactic. 

 

The only way you could figure all of this out was to put in the time and effort to methodically work your 

way through the factors we have discussed. 

So how did we do? 

Over six days I landed over 200 Rainbow Trout and 50 Yellow Perch using the Ash Special Golden fly. 

Most of the trout were 14 to 18 inches in length and I also caught a dozen or so that were 19 to 20 inches 

in length. 

My friends also did well with insect patterns. 

They landed an even larger number of fish, 

but many were in the 12 to 14 inch range 

which is what you would expect with an in-

sect pattern. 

This is a picture of fish we kept during one 

afternoon toward the end of the trip for lunch-

es. Many, many others were released. The 

trout are 14-19 inches, and the Yellow Perch 

are 12-13 inches. 

There is no way I could have guessed this 

was the winning combination at the start of 

the trip. 

It was only by working through the details, a 

little luck and a lot of trial and error that the 

code was broken, and the fishing turned 

magical ! 

Go Fly Fishing!! 

 



                     

                           
FFI Leadership Message to Affiliate 
Club Members 
 

https://flyfishersinternational.org/Education/Learning-Center 
 

 

FFI’S COMMMITMENT TO CONSERVATION 
 

Part of our mission to preserve the legacy of fly fishing for all fish in all waters is our 
commitment to conservation. As a member of FFI, you’ll feel good know your mem-
bership support was instrumental in FFI’s dedication to conservation. Last year 
alone FFI engaged in over 50 conservation actions, providing conservation grants 
for local projects, and working directly with conservation leaders across the coun-
try. We partnered on projects to save Bristol Bay, restore the Everglades, recover 
salmon and steelhead in the Pacific Northwest, protect spawning habitat for per-
mit, and Save the Boundary Waters.  

https://flyfishersinternational.org/Education/Learning-Center


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kansas Fly Fishing Challenge 

Open to Flatland Flyfishers Members Only 

This is a Fly Fishing only event. 

Start Date:  February 8th, 2020 

 

Participants will be awarded a certificate for each level achieved. 

 

To enter the challenge, submit your name and email to the rules committee at flat-

landflyfishers@gmail.com 

 

Get the latest updates on added species and guideline adjustments on the club’s website. 

 Members are on the hunt for new species — four members have achieved the Silver 

Level and others are close.                                                                                      

. 

 

 



OK Kids FFF Volunteers  

Club Members Spent a Great Day  

12 Flatland Flyfishers volunteered to work at Island Pond at the Nature Center for the OK Kids pro-
gram. The activity began with a large bass hitting the worm on a cane pole and taking off, breaking 
the line as it jumped. Luckily the 
young angler soon landed a blue 
gill and was happy with the 
catch. Other species caught dur-
ing the day were sun fish, bull-
heads, carp and crappie. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Media Team 
 

You know us as Ryan and Jim, but we are also called  
“Flatland Fly Fishers” Media Team”. 

 
Join us on Facebook, Twitter and visit the website and 

newsletter for current club news. 
 

                           2021 Club Board Members 
          President -  Neal Hall                                                              V.P./Education Chair - Rick Brown 
   Secretary  - DJ Wells                                                               Treasurer - Bill Ethridge                                                                                              
            Program Activities - Sheldon Evans                                      Conservation = Darrell Atteberry 
   Membership - Rachel Alexander                                                                                                                                                Newsletter Editor - Jim Keller                                                   
           Web Site - Ryan Allred                                                                                                                                                                                                  PHWFF=Scott Harwood                                  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Drop me a note about an anecdote that has happened to you: Good stories can come from 
the most unexpected occurrences!  
 

A Facebook group has been created for members of the Flatland 
Fly Fishers. This is a closed group and the only people who will be 
approved to join are active club members. The purpose of the 
group is to give club members a way to share and talk to each oth-
er about fly fishing.  You can post fishing pictures or a fly pattern 
you tied.  See if someone wants to go fishing.  There is even an op-
tion to sell fly fishing gear you no longer need.  I hope this be-
comes a fun tool for club members.  Just remember to keep posts 
about fly fishing.  I will not be using this much for club stuff, so 
keep following our main page for that information. I will try to 
remember when there is a club member only event to post on this 
group. 

“Reflections of a Fly Fisherman” Series. Enjoy—- 
50 years of fly fishing has provided great moments of contemplation, reflection and adventure. 
 
As a teenager, I spent many days in the Wet Mountain Range near Westcliffe, Colorado, hiking into the high 
lakes in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. This range is the southern most sub-range of the Rocky Mountains 
and runs from Colorado down into New Mexico.  Over twenty high lakes lie above the valley floor at alti-
tudes of 9500– 12,000 feet. On one trip to Brush Creek Lakes, with two of my high school friends, we headed 
out at dark on a Friday after school.  We walked up an old mining road and before dropping down into the 
stream drainage that would  lead us up to the lakes, we decided to lie down on the mountainside and sleep 
for a couple of hours.  Under the stars, we soon drifted off only to be awakened by the snorting of a mule 
deer buck that had been startled by our presence on his mountainside. With the option to get up and head on 
or remain there wondering what was going to come by next, we hoisted our packs, turned on our headlamps 
and headed up the trail. Five hours later we were at the lower lake as the sky began to lighten. We made 
camp and crawled into our army-issue pup tent for a couple of hours of sleep. By ten o’clock we were on the 
water fishing. Back then the limit was 10 trout each and we soon had 20 nice cut throats. Back at camp we 
built a fire, placed half our catch in aluminum foil with strips of bacon, and as the fire turned to coals, we 
bur ied the fish in the fire pit.   
The next day was a catch and release day. The Adams and Mosquito flies produced fish and at the evening 
meal we dug out of a snow bank the last of our first day’s catch and enjoyed another helping. On the final 
day, we packed up and once again began catching fish for the trip home.  The fishing was a little slower that 
morning so one of the guys decided to start cleaning the few fish we had caught. About the time he gutted the 
first trout, the fish began hitting and soon we began tossing our cleaning station one fish after another. Soon 
our fish cleaner got mad and stood up, “I’ll see you guys down at the truck.” And with that he headed to 
camp, picked up his pack and headed down the trail. By the time we finished cleaning our fish, packed them 
in the backpack with snow and loaded up, a good hour and half had passed. 
Once we reached the truck, our third member was nowhere in sight. “He must have missed the faint trail up 
to the mining road from the stream,” I said.  We waited for hours….finally, up from the valley floor emerged 
a haggard, angry guy, who said nothing but threw his pack in the back of the truck. The ride home was qui-
et, needless to say.   
Once we reached the  



Flatland Fly Fishers meets monthly at the 
Great Plains Nature Center, located at 

6232 E. 29th St. N, Wichita, KS 

2021 Flatland Fly Fishers Club  
Upcoming Activities:  

 
-Fly Tying online—Look for update               
online in the future 
• July 1st Club Meeting - Fishing 

outing at Hample Lake — Watch 
for directions online 

• -Keep taking pictures of fish you 
catch (be sure they show proper  

    handling and fly fishing proof)  
 
 
 

Ark River Anglers Fly Tying Class  
 

 
 
 
 

 
Please call 316-682-8006 for additional information. 

 

   Questions and Answers 
        If you have questions regarding any aspect 

of fly fishing, please submit them to:      
keller.jim@sbcglobal.net  

5709 N. Sullivan 
Wichita, KS 

67204 

Flatland Fly Fishers 

    
If we don’t have it, we will special order for you. 
Cortland ~ St. Croix ~ Redington ~ Rio ~ White River  Fly Reels ~ 
Fly Rods ~ Fly Line ~ Fly Fishing  Accessories 
 

 
 

See us for your fly tying/fly fishing needs, 
wide selection of material and tools from 
Peak ~ Colorado Angler ~ Hareline ~ Wapsi 
and others. 

 
 
 

 
 

Follow us on Facebook.com/Zeiners & Zeiners.com 

737 S. Washington #6 ~ Wichita ~ 316-265-5551 

Visit our website   
  www. flatlandflyfishers.org/   

Zeiner’s Angler Supply Fly Shop 

Bear River Tackle 
Fishing Flies Anyone Can 
Use! 
https://
www.bearrivertackle.com 
glenn67230@gmail.com 
316-619-7868 
  

https://www.bearrivertackle.com/
https://www.bearrivertackle.com/
mailto:glenn67230@gmail.com

